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Roots to Fruit is a not for profit social enterprise based on the established plant nursery Oakdene Nurseries
in Streetly, Walsall. The nursery is open to the public and grows a wide range of plants to sell with other
garden related products. It is set in four acres of beautiful established oak woodland with a heritage apple
orchard and has been in the family since the 1930s.
At Roots to Fruit we are passionate about gardening, horticulture and plants. It runs through our veins. As a
family we have been growing plants on the same piece of land for over 70 years. We love teaching and
want others to enjoy the peaceful haven of Oakdene Nurseries. We want to cultivate in you the same
enthusiasm and zeal for horticulture that we have.
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Disability Learning
We provide 2 days of learning per week at our training centre based at the working nursery and garden
centre in Streetly called ‘Oakdene Nurseries’. We blend work experience and learning at our gardening
clubs. On the job learning means gaining an accredited qualification at the same time, through our
accredited courses you will be assessed by the practical skills you learn at our centre. On top of this you
will be socialising with a range of different people, learning independent living and social skills that you can
take with you to other walks of life. Both physical and learning disabilities are catered for within an informal
and supportive environment. A massive range of practical skills can be learned to suit both the learner’s
level and interests. We can start at lower abilities such entry level 3 and work our way all the way up to
level 2 (GCSE grade C or above equivalent). The clubs can be started at any time of the year.

The gardening club has also had the opportunity to help with landscape jobs in the community from
installing a garden in Willenhall Park to constructing a sensory garden at Hobmoor Oasis Academy School.
There is no end of opportunities available through disability learning at Roots to Fruit.
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Disability Learning Courses Available at Roots to Fruit
Monday & Friday 10am-3pm Plant Nursery and Gardening Club
On a Monday and a Friday, you can learn about propagating plants from seeds and cuttings as
well as preparing plants for sale and creating/maintaining retail areas on a working plant nursery
and garden centre that is open for business 6 days a week. You can learn to plant stock gardens
and maintain your own piece of ground as part of the course. You can either come to enjoy the
therapeutic aspect of being outdoors, and gardening within the team of fellow students and
volunteers or there is an option to gain a qualification from ABC Awards with Roots to Fruit’s highly
experienced horticultural lecturers Jon Ensell and Chris Murphy.
Monday & Friday Class Nursery and Gardening Course Time Table

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Indoor Seed sowing
Hardwood Cuttings
Grafting
Maintaining structures
Maintaining concrete
and wooden surfaces
Constructing hard
Surfaces
Maintaining a stock
garden

Indoor Seed sowing
Pricking out
Potting up
Dividing herbaceous
perennials
Displaying and
marketing plants
Retail and customer
services
Maintaining a stock
garden

Softwood cuttings
Displaying and
marketing plants
Maintaining plants
outdoors
Retail and customer
services
Planting a stock
garden

Semi ripe cuttings
Potting up
Dividing herbaceous
perennials
Maintaining structures
Maintaining a stock
garden
Sweeping and tidying
leaves
Bulb Planting
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Disability Learning Costs
Start dates are roll on roll off and you can usually start within a month of accepting a place. The
prices below apply to all of the courses currently available.

Number of days to attended The prices below reflect attending either as a non
per week
accredited activity or accredited (to gain a
qualification a 4 month commitment to the
course needs to be agreed
Half a day
£15 per session (qualification is un available for half
day sessions )
One Day
£20 per day or £60 per month Please note that
monthly cost reflects 16 weeks of the year has been
deducted for holidays, training centre closures and
an average amount of general absences
Two Days
£15/ day or £90 per month Please note that monthly
cost reflects 16 weeks of the year has been deducted
for holidays, training centre closures and an average
amount of general absences
Places are subject to 2 free no obligation trial sessions and are based on an initial assessment.
The price reflects the supervisory needs as being the leaner is left unsupervised for up to 20 mins.
If more supervision and help is needed, then one to one care arrangements will need to be made
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1 and Level 2 Qualifications?

There are opportunities to start at Entry Level 3 (E3) and gain OFFQUAL registered qualifications
up to Level 2 (L2) with the accredited awarding body ABC Awards. You will be studying mandatory
units such as preparing the ground for seed sowing and planting containerised stock together with
watering plants effectively which are the foundation skills for learning horticulture. The
qualifications are industry recognised and are eligible for funding by the Skills Funding Agency.
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Andrew’s Story
After choosing to leave my last volunteer work placement I was optimistic enough to think that given all
of the possibilities out there and with my broad range of interests I would have no problem finding another
placement, especially when coupled together with a number of years’ experience. In reality I was very
wrong. For three years I relentlessly tried to find a new placement but for most and for whatever reason my
disability proved too much of an issue. Over a three year period of being turned down or worse, completely
ignored for application after application I began to take this very personally.
The constant rejection, feeling of isolation and the sheer frustration of wanting to get involved but not being
able to, often for no other reason than the ignorance and preconceptions of people who have never met
me, started to have a detrimental effect on my mental well-being. I was eventually diagnosed with
depression and anxiety and sent for CBT and counselling. For one reason or another none of this seemed
to work.
Then through a chance meeting I came across Roots to Fruit at Oakdene Nurseries. By teaching me
horticulture it got me out of the house and back into the fresh air. I began to meet new, likeminded people
and learn a new skill. I also realised the satisfaction of caring for and watching a plant grow. Soon I started
to feel much better in myself and have a much brighter outlook for the future.

Andrew maintaining his wild flower
meadow

Andrew receiving his Level 2 Workbased Diploma in Horticulture
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Roots to Fruit Midlands Ltd Scoop Top Show Border Medal at Gardeners World Live 2019
Roots to Roots to Fruit Midlands Ltd have built a show border at Gardeners World Live 2019 they are delighted to
announce that it has won a Platinum Medal - the highest award that can be given - and one of only two presented at
the category. In the event our border in addition to this they have also won 'Best In Show' for their interpretation of a
theme. The topic of the border was a curriculum garden entitled 'Schools Out 4 Summer'. This is an education sensory
border and Jonathan Ensell lead horticultural tutor and company director said ‘this is the only garden at GWL that
children between the age of 4 and 94 can enjoy by touching and feeling its plants and interactive features’. 125 of the
children, their teachers (from schools that Roots to Fruit deliver learning with), their volunteers, their adult learners
were all there to experience the sensory effects of the garden and see the medal being presented to the not for profit
social enterprise.
Jonathan designed the border collaboratively with staff and students, Jonathan’s wife Claire came up with the idea of
embedding the national curriculum in the garden. Jonathan worked with his students to develop the concept into a
plan. Jonathan said ‘It’s a whistle stop tour through maths with a living abacus, English with plants found in the works
of Shakespeare, it has a volcano for geography, plants growing in test tubes for science, dinosaur fossils and Roman
mosaics that need digging up for history and a
clay pot chime for music. The main stars of the
show were the plants included to represent
each curriculum area.’
Roots to Fruit work with a range of people from
all cross sections of the community. Jonathan
said ‘the most amazing thing about this project is
the many outcomes it has achieved for us as a training centre, we have been able to grow all of the plants at our
nursery using the help of the students that access our training facility’, they have been able to grow from seed and
nurture the plants for this border. Roots to Fruit students maybe adults volunteering their time, they may have a
learning/physical disability, or they may have mental health problems. They also work with primary and secondary
schools and have been able to involve them all in some way. Most of the adult learners used the activities associated
with the border to build evidence for their portfolios and were assessed by Jonathan for elements of their accredited
qualifications. Roots to Fruit are a registered centre with SEG awards and deliver ABC awards land-based
qualifications in both horticulture and countryside skills from entry level 3 to level 2. Jonathan said that ‘ All of our ABC
award registered students have been able to complete parts of their qualification practical tasks by being involved in
this show border whether through growing the plants or building the garden at the NEC, it’s a testament to ABC
Awards to how their qualifications provide the wonderful opportunity to embed a wide variety of performance criteria
and out comes in a wonderful and prestigious student experience’. The students were on hand all week to provide
tours of the border to show visitors during the week and helped to engage a range of people with the sensory aspects
of the garden; Jonathan said ‘ I can’t say a big enough thankyou to my students and volunteers this medal is as much
theirs as it is ours’.
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